
Summer Term –

Heroes and Superheroes 
Year 2 Summer Term: Week 3 



About this term

This term, we are going to look at heroes and superheroes. 

Each week, there will be a number of tasks based around heroes and 

superheroes.

In literacy, the final outcome is to create character profile and then create  a 

comic strip for a superhero, but this will be built up through a range of activities. 

This week, we are going to be looking at one superhero in particular to build up a 

character profile. We are going to look at Wonder Woman. All the tasks will be 

linked with Wonder Woman and the work we would have been doing with Mr 

Pepper, if we were in school. 

If your child would like to do their writing on another superhero, they can do, 

but they will need to research it themselves.

This booklet does not need to be printed off, as the tasks can be done on plain 

paper. 



Monday: 
Today, we are going to find out all about Wonder Woman. We are going to read about 

her and organise what we have found out into subheadings. 



Monday: 
Today, we are going to find out all about Wonder Woman. We are going to read about 

her and organise what we have found out into subheadings. 



Monday: 



Tuesday: 
Today, we are going to find out all about young Diana.  

First, you will need to watch the clip below. 

Young Diana: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nWH7IplYIc

How would you describe where she lives? 

Think about how she might feel being the only child on the island. 

Why does she want to be like the Amazons? How do the other Amazonians feel about her? 

Why do you think she is important? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nWH7IplYIc


Tuesday: Complete the diary entry as if you were Diana. Describe what happens and how 

you would feel. Remember to write in the first person. 



Wednesday: 

Diana’s Origin Story. Read the text below each box and draw a picture to show how Diana was 

created. 



Wednesday: 



Thursday: 
Today, we are going to look at describing Diana’s appearance.

What do you think of this description? Is it any good? Why/Why not?  



Thursday: Can you write your own description of Diana’s appearance? 



Friday: Today, we are going to look at some Rainbow Grammar and how to 

use and and because correctly. On the left is a sentence starter, can 

you match it up to a sentence that makes sense on the right. 



Friday: 



Links to help: 
Here are some links to help your understanding of the story and what Diana is like. These are 

all on Youtube, so please remember our E-safety rules. These are the clips we would have used 

in school, so are all appropriate for the children. 

Diana Training: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyrY6Ak2yYs

Diana leaves Themyscira: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPJHB4EXwgw&list=PLGq7iwZq7nd-gUSdaMXKOUngL-

vaDO6Xc&index=9

No Man’s Land: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKKHwNPRBck

Wonder Woman Saves Village: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWuafJtMrBE

Diana v Ares Final Battle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E833w9eXfr4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MS5oNxCQZWQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCD0iyXhS1w
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